


A visionary approach
AYA is a truly unique addition to the 
Beirut landscape. Embodying innovation 
and originality, this new landmark takes 
its design cue from the surrounding 
environment, fusing heritage with a 
modern perspective. Incorporating 
a preserved historical façade into its 
contemporary architecture, AYA stands 
as a development of exceptional charm, 
offering residential, office and retail space 
in one of Beirut’s most up-and-coming 
neighborhoods. The forward-thinking 
approach is also reflected in the building‘s 
use of eco-friendly energy solutions



In the heart of a vibrant district
No other area in Beirut has received as much attention as Mar Mikhael – Ashrafieh in recent times. Its burgeoning 
status as a prime retail and residential destination is based on its proximity to Beirut Central District as well as its 
aesthetic allure as a historical quarter of cultural heritage. AYA is located next to the famous historical stairs of Mar 
Mikhael thus turning it into a landmark in the heart of this vibrant district.



For any successful business, the right location and appropriate facilities are crucial. AYA combines these two criteria in 
its four offices which are located on the first two floors of the building with independent access.

From here, companies will find the highest standards of technology in addition to fast and easy access to Beirut 
Central District.

The pleasure of doing business



An attractive retail address

In close proximity to the Downtown area and the neighboring hotspots of Ashrafieh, Mar Mikhael has emerged as an 
increasingly sought-after destination for upscale, independent boutiques.

AYA’s ground floor offers only six prime retail units that combine modern amenities with one of the capital’s most in-
demand addresses.



Exclusive living...  with a view
No two apartments are identical in AYA, enhancing the unique lifestyle on offer. Twenty floors of residential living 
space offer simplexes starting from 114m². Representing the ultimate in high-end luxury, the 19th and 20th floors are 
reserved for the penthouse; the crowning jewel of AYA. All residential units also benefit from views either over the 
Mediterranean Sea or mountains beyond.



A home of convenience and leisure
In today’s fast-paced world, the essence of luxury is having everything you desire within reach. AYA’s design 
incorporates a range of amenities for residents to ensure a life of convenience and leisure. Residents will privilege 
from the exclusive use of the gym and swimming pool located on the ground floor of the project. Five basements are 
dedicated to storage rooms and ample parking space.



Energy solutions
get smart

Integral to AYA is a serious approach 
to eco-friendly, energy-saving design. 
The building’s heavy walls allow true 
thermal insulation, while interior 
basins keep the apartments fresh and 
support hygrothermy. Solar panels 
on the facade supply electricity to 
communal areas. A particular focus is 
placed on sourcing building materials 
locally.






